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Abstract

We consider Boolean circuits over the full binary basis. We prove a $(3 + \frac{1}{86})n - o(n)$ lower bound on the size of such a circuit for an explicitly defined predicate, namely an affine disperser for sublinear dimension. This improves the $3n - o(n)$ bound of Norbert Blum (1984). The proof is based on the gate elimination technique extended with the following three ideas. We generalize the computational model by allowing circuits to contain cycles, this in turn allows us to perform affine substitutions. We use a carefully chosen circuit complexity measure to track the progress of the gate elimination process. Finally, we use quadratic substitutions that may be viewed as delayed affine substitutions.
1 Introduction

In this paper we consider Boolean circuits over the full binary basis, that is, directed acyclic graphs where each internal node computes a binary Boolean operation \( \{0, 1\} \times \{0, 1\} \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \), inputs are fed into nodes of indegree zero, and one node (or the negation of a node) is designated as the output. The size of a circuit is the number of its internal nodes. A simple counting argument [Sha49] shows that most Boolean functions require circuits of exponential size. However, showing superpolynomial lower bounds for explicitly defined functions (for example, for functions from \( \text{NP} \)) remains a hopelessly difficult task. (In particular, such lower bounds would imply \( \text{P} \neq \text{NP} \).) Moreover, even superlinear bounds are unknown for functions in \( \text{E}^{\text{NP}} \). The smallest uniform complexity class for which superpolynomial bounds are known is \( \text{MAEXP} \) (exponential-time Merlin-Arthur games) [BFT98], and the smallest such class with arbitrary polynomial lower bounds is \( \text{O}_2 \) (the oblivious symmetric second level of the polynomial hierarchy) [CR06].

People started to tackle the problem in the 60s. Kloss and Malyshev [KM65] proved a \( 2n - O(1) \) lower bound for the function \( \bigoplus_{1 \leq i < j \leq n} x_i x_j \). Schnorr [Sch74] proved a \( 2n - O(1) \) lower bound for functions that for any pair of variables \( x, y \), have at least three different subfunctions among the four functions obtained after substituting constants to \( x \) and \( y \). Stockmeyer [Sto77] proved a \( 2.5n - O(1) \) bound for certain symmetric functions. Paul [Pau77] proved a \( 2n - o(n) \) lower bound for the storage access function and a \( 2.5n - o(n) \) lower bound for a function combining several storage access functions using simple operations. Eventually, Blum [Blu84] extended Paul’s argument and proved a \( 3n - o(n) \) bound.

Mysteriously, Blum’s bound remained unbeaten for more than thirty years. Recently, Demenkov and Kulikov [DK11] showed a similar bound for affine dispersers. Their proof is
much simpler (if one assumes the existence of explicitly defined dispersers for granted), but that does not improve the bound (actually, the $o(n)$ term in [DK11] is worse than that in [Blu84]). In this paper we eventually improve the bound from [DK11] to $(3 + \frac{1}{86})n - o(n)$, which is stronger than Blum’s bound.

Other models. The exact complexity of computational problems is different in different models of computation: for example, switching from multitape to single-tape Turing machines squares the time complexity; random access machines are even more efficient. For example, the quadratic lower bound for recognizing palindromes by a single-tape Turing machine [HU69] is worthless for stronger computational models. Boolean circuits over the full binary basis make a very robust computational model. Using a different constant-arity basis only changes the constants in the complexity. A fixed set of gates of arbitrary arity (for example, ANDs, ORs and XORs) still preserves the complexity in terms of the number of wires. After all, finding a function hard for Boolean circuits can be viewed as a combinatorial problem, in a contrast to lower bounds for uniform models. Therefore breaking the linear barrier for Boolean circuits can be viewed as an important milestone on the way to stronger complexity lower bounds.

In this paper we consider single-output circuits (that is, circuits computing predicates). It would be natural if allowing many outputs would lead us to non-linear bounds. However, the only tool we have to transfer bounds from one output to several outputs is Lamagna and Savage [LS73] argument showing that in order to compute simultaneously $m$ different functions requiring $c$ gates each, one needs at least $m + c - 1$ gates. That is, we do not have superlinear bounds for multioutput functions either.

For the basis $U_2$ consisting of all binary Boolean functions except for parity (xor) and its complement, Schnorr [Sch76] proved that the circuit complexity of the parity function is $3n - 3$. Zwick [Zwi91] gave a $4n - O(1)$ lower bound for certain symmetric functions, Lachish and Raz [LR01] showed a $4.5n - o(n)$ lower bound for a strongly two-dependent function (a function that has exactly four subfunctions with respect to any two variables and remains so after sufficiently many substitutions). Iwama and Morizumi [IM02] improved this bound to $5n - o(n)$. Demenkov et al. [DKMM15] gave a simpler proof of a $5n - o(n)$ lower bound for a function with $o(n)$ outputs as well as presented a $7n - o(n)$ lower bound for a function with $n$ outputs.

While we do not have nonlinear bounds for constant-arity Boolean circuits, exponential bounds are known for weaker models: one thread was initiated by Razborov [Raz85] for monotone circuits, another one was started by Yao and Håstad for constant-depth circuits without XORs [Yao85, Hås86]. Shoup and Smolensky [SS91] proved a superlinear lower bound $\Omega(n \log n / \log \log n)$ for linear circuits of polylogarithmic depth over infinite fields. Also, superlinear bounds for formulas are known for half a century. For de Morgan formulas (i.e., formulas over AND, OR, NOT) Subbotovskaya [Sub61] proved an $\Omega(n^{1.5})$ lower bound for the parity function using the random restrictions method. Khrapchenko [Khr71] showed an $\Omega(n^2)$ lower bound for parity. Applying Subbotovskaya’s random restrictions method to the universal function by Nechiporuk [Nec66], Andreev [And87] proved an $\Omega(n^{2.5-o(1)})$ lower bound. By analyzing how de Morgan formulas shrink under random restrictions, Andreev’s lower
bound was improved to $\Omega(n^{2.55-o(1)})$ by Impagliazzo and Nisan [IN93], then to $\Omega(n^{2.63-o(1)})$ by Paterson and Zwick [PZ93], and eventually to $\Omega(n^{3-o(1)})$ by Håstad [Hås98] and Tal [Tal14]. For formulas over the full binary basis, Nechiporuk [Nec66] proved an $\Omega(n^{2-o(1)})$ lower bound for the universal function and for the element distinctness function. These bounds, however, do not translate to superlinear lower bounds for general constant-arity Boolean circuits.

**Connections to CircuitSAT algorithms.** A recent promising direction initiated by Williams [Wil13] connects the complexity of circuits to the complexity of algorithms for CircuitSAT (this is the problem of checking whether a given circuit has a satisfying assignment, that is, a substitution of inputs by constants that forces the circuit to output one). Namely, the existence of better-than-$2^n$ algorithms for CircuitSAT for a particular circuit model implies exponential lower bounds for these circuits for functions in large classes like $\text{NEXP}$. This way unconditional exponential lower bounds have been proved for $\text{ACC}_0$ circuits (constant-depth circuits with unbounded-arity OR, AND, NOT, and arbitrary modular gates) [Wil14]. Ben-Sasson and Viola [BV14] have demonstrated that in order to prove a specific linear lower bound for a function in $\text{E}^{\text{NP}}$ it suffices to lower the base of the exponent in the 3-SAT complexity down to an appropriate constant.

It should be noted, however, that currently available algorithms for the satisfiability problem for general circuit classes are not sufficient for proving new lower bounds. Current techniques require upper bounds of the form $O(2^n/n^c)$ for circuits with $n$ inputs and size $n^k$, while for most classes only $c^g$-time algorithms are available, where $g$ is the number of the gates and $c>1$ is a constant.

On the other hand, the techniques used in the $c^g$-time algorithms for CircuitSAT are somewhat similar to the techniques used for proving linear lower bounds for (general) Boolean circuits over the full binary basis. In particular, an $O(2^{0.4058g})$-time algorithm by Nurk [Nur09] (and subsequently an $O(2^{0.389667g})$-time algorithm by Savinov [Sav14]) use reconstruction of the linear part of a circuit similar to the one suggested by Paul [Pau77]. These algorithms and proofs use similar tricks in order to simplify circuits; however, at present no rigorous statement is known that would connect these two complexities. The only cases where certain types of algorithms for general complexity classes yield linear lower bounds for them are average-case results for formulas [San10, ST13, KRT13, CKK15+] and circuits [CK15], which are somewhat weaker than the current worst-case bounds.

**Our methods.** Almost all previous lower bounds have been proved using a simple gate elimination technique: one gradually simplifies the function (for example, by substituting variables one by one) showing that every simplification step eliminates a certain number of gates. A crucial idea [Sch74] is to keep the function in the same class. Following [DK11], we prove lower bounds for affine dispersers, that is, functions that are non-constant on affine subspaces of certain dimensions: Ben-Sasson and Kopparty [BK12] gave an explicit construction of affine dispersers for sublinear dimensions.

Feeding an appropriate constant to a non-linear gate (for example, AND) makes this gate constant and therefore eliminates subsequent gates, which helps to eliminate more gates than
in the case of a linear gate (for example, XOR). On the other hand, linear gates, when stacked together, sometimes allow to reorganize the circuit. Then affine substitutions can kill such gates while keeping the properties of an affine disperser. Such linear reconstructions were used for proving circuit lower bounds by Paul [Pau77], Stockmeyer [Sto77], and Blum [Blu84]. Seto and Tamaki [ST13] used it to prove upper bounds for satisfiability of formulas over the full binary basis. Demenkov and Kulikov [DK11] used affine substitutions to prove a circuit lower bound for affine dispersers.

Thus, it is natural to consider a circuit as composed of linear circuits connected by non-linear gates. In our case analysis it is important that we make affine substitutions but not restrictions. That is, instead of just saying that $x_1 \oplus x_2 \oplus x_3 \oplus x_9 = 0$ and removing all gates that become constant, we make sure to replace all occurrences of $x_1$ by $x_2 \oplus x_3 \oplus x_9$. Since a gate computing such a sum might be unavailable and we do not want to increase the number of gates, we “rewire” some parts of the circuit, which, however, may potentially introduce cycles. This leads us to the first ingredient of our proof: cyclic circuits. That is, the linear components of our “circuits” may now have directed cycles; however, we require that the values computed in the gates are still uniquely determined (which is actually a requirement on the rank of the corresponding linear system). Cyclic circuits were studied, e.g., by Rivest [Riv77], Dymond and Cook [DC89], Nickelsen, Tantau, and Weizsäcker [NTW04], Riedel and Bruck [RB12] (the last reference also contains an overview of previous work on cyclic circuits).

Thus we are able to make affine substitutions. We try to make such a substitution in order to make the topmost (i.e., closest to the inputs) non-linear gate constant. This, however, does not seem to be enough. The second ingredient in our proof is a complexity measure that manages difficult situations (bottlenecks) by allowing to perform an amortized analysis: we count not just the number of gates, we compute a linear combination of the number of gates and the number of bottlenecks. Such measures were previously considered by several authors. For example, Zwick [Zwi91] counted the number of (internal) gates minus the number of inputs of outdegree 1. The same measure was later used by Lachish and Raz [LR01] and by Iwama and Morizumi [IM02]. Kojevnikov and Kulikov [KK10] used a measure assigning different weights to linear and non-linear gates to show that Schnorr’s $2n - O(1)$ lower bound [Sch76] can be strengthened to $7n/3 - O(1)$. Carefully chosen complexity measures are also used to estimate the progress of splitting algorithms for $\text{NP}$-hard problems [Kul99, FGK09].

Our main bottleneck (called “troubled gate”) is as follows:
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Here all gates have outdegrees exactly as shown on the picture, i.e., two inputs of degree 2 feed an and-type gate of outdegree 1.

Sometimes in order to fight a troubled gate, we have to make a quadratic substitution, which is the third ingredient of our proof. This happens if the gate below $G$ is a linear gate fed by a variable $z$; in the simplest case a substitution $z = xy$ kills $G$, the linear gate, and
the gate below (actually, we show it kills much more). However, quadratic substitutions may make affine dispersers constant, so we consider a special type of quadratic substitutions. Namely, we consider quadratic substitutions as a form of delayed affine substitutions (in the example above, if we promise to substitute later a constant either to $x$ or $y$, the substitution can be considered affine). In order to maintain this, instead of affine subspaces (where affine dispersers are non-constant by definition) we consider so-called read-once depth-2 quadratic sources (essentially, this means that all variables in the right-hand sides of the quadratic substitutions that we make are pairwise distinct free variables). We show that an affine disperser for a sublinear dimension remains non-constant for read-once depth-2 quadratic sources of a sublinear dimension.

**Open questions.** An affine disperser for dimension $d$ may be viewed as a function that is not constant on any affine subspace of size at least $2^d$. A natural extension is to allow similarly sized varieties defined by quadratic polynomials. As shown by Golovnev and Kulikov [GK15], such dispersers with appropriate parameters must have circuit size at least $3.1n$. However, explicit constructions of such dispersers are currently unknown. There are known constructions of dispersers for algebraic varieties for large finite fields [Dvi12], and known constructions of such dispersers for $\mathbb{F}_2$ [CT15, Sha11] but with weaker parameters than needed for the lower bound to work.

## 2 Definitions

**Gates and notation** A circuit is an acyclic directed graph in which incoming edges are numbered for every node. The nodes are called *gates*. A gate may have either indegree zero (in which case it is called an *input* gate, or a *variable*) or indegree two (in which case it is called an *internal* gate). Every internal gate is labelled by a Boolean function $g: \{0,1\} \times \{0,1\} \rightarrow \{0,1\}$, and the set of all the sixteen such functions is denoted by $B_2$. We call these binary functions *operations* in order to distinguish them from functions of $n$ variables computed in the gates. The size of a circuit is the number of internal gates.

We say that an operation is of *and-type* if it computes $g(x,y) = (c_1 \oplus x)(c_2 \oplus y) \oplus c_3$ for some constants $c_1, c_2, c_3 \in \{0,1\}$, and of *xor-type* if it computes $g(x,y) = x \oplus y \oplus c_1$ for some constant $c_1 \in \{0,1\}$. Similarly, we call gates and-type and xor-type. If a gate computes an operation depending on precisely one of its inputs, we call it *passing*.

If an (internal) gate computes a constant operation, we call it *trivial* (note that it still has two incoming edges). If a substitution forces some gate $G$ to compute a constant, we say that it *trivializes* $G$. (For example, for a gate computing the operation $g(x,y) = x \land y$, the substitution $x = 0$ trivializes it.)

We denote by $\text{out}(G)$ the outdegree of the gate $G$. If $\text{out}(G) = k$, we call $G$ a $k$-gate. If $\text{out}(G) \geq k$, we call it a $k^+$-gate. We adopt the same terminology for variables (so we have 0-variables, 1-variables, 2$^+$-variables, etc.).

One gate of outdegree zero is designated as the output.
A toy example of a circuit is shown in Figure 1. For input gates, the corresponding variables are shown inside. For an internal gate, we show its operation inside and its label near the gate. As figure shows, a circuit corresponds to a simple program for computing a Boolean function: each instruction of the program is a binary Boolean operation whose inputs are input variables or the results of the previous instructions.

**Affine dispersers** An affine disperser for dimension $d(n)$ is a family of functions $f_n : \mathbb{F}_2^n \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_2$ such that for all sufficiently large $n$, $f_n$ is non-constant on any affine subspace of dimension at least $d(n)$. Explicit constructions of affine dispersers have drawn a lot of attention recently. First, polynomial-time computable affine dispersers for any linear dimension were constructed [BKS+10, Bou07], and then it was shown that there are polynomial-time computable affine dispersers for sublinear dimensions $d(n) = o(n)$ [BK12, Yeh11, Li11, Sha11].

### 2.1 Generalizations of circuits

**Cyclic circuits** In this paper we use generalizations of circuits that simplify circuit transformations. These generalized circuits may contain cycles; however, the underlying graphs are still not arbitrary labelled directed graphs.

A cyclic circuit is a directed (not necessarily acyclic) graph where all vertices have indegree either 0 or 2. We adopt the same terminology for its nodes (input and internal gates) and its size as for ordinary circuits. We restrict our attention to cyclic xor-circuits, where all gates compute affine operations. While the most interesting internal gates compute either $\oplus$ or $\equiv$, for technical reasons we also allow passing gates and trivial gates. We will be interested in multioutput cyclic circuits, so, in contrast to our definition of ordinary circuits, several gates may be designated as outputs, and they may have nonzero outdegree.

A circuit, and even a cyclic circuit, naturally corresponds to a system of equations over $\mathbb{F}_2$, where internal gates correspond to variables of the system and variables of the (cyclic) circuit are counted in the constants of the system (that is, we formally have a separate system for every assignment to the input gates, but all these systems share the same matrix). For a gate $G$ fed by gates $F$ and $H$ and computing some operation $\odot$, we write the equation $G \oplus (F \odot H) = 0$. A more specific clarifying example would be a gate $G$ computing $F \oplus x \oplus 1$, where $x$ is an input gate; then the line in the system would be $G \oplus F = x \oplus 1$, where $G$ and $F$ contribute two 1’s to the matrix, and $x \oplus 1$ contributes to the constant vector.
For a cyclic xor-circuit, this is a linear system with a square matrix. We call a cyclic xor-circuit \textit{fair} if this matrix has full rank. It follows that for every assignment of the inputs, there exist \textit{unique} values for the gates such that these values are consistent with the circuit (that is, for each gate its value is correctly computed from the values in its inputs). Thus, similarly to an ordinary circuit, every gate in a fair circuit computes a function of the values fed into its input gates (clearly, it is an affine function). A simple example of a fair cyclic xor-circuit is shown in Figure 2. Note that if we additionally impose the requirement that the graph is acyclic, we arrive at ordinary linear circuits (that is, circuits consisting of xor-type gates, passing gates, and constant gates).

\textbf{Relationship between cyclic and acyclic xor-circuits.} It is not difficult to show that for multiple outputs, fair cyclic xor-circuits form a stronger model than acyclic xor-circuits. For example, the 9 functions computed simultaneously by the cyclic xor-circuit shown in Figure 2 cannot be computed by an acyclic xor-circuit with 9 gates. To see this, assume for the sake of contradiction, that an acyclic xor-circuit with 9 gates computes the same functions. Since the circuit has 9 gates all gates must compute outputs. Consider a topologically minimal gate $G$. Such a gate exists since the circuit is acyclic. Since $G$ is topologically minimal it computes the sum of two input gates, therefore it cannot compute an output.

On the other hand, a minimal xor-circuit of $k$ variables computing a single output has exactly $k - 1$ internal gates and is acyclic.

\textbf{Semicircuits.} We introduce the following notion, called \textit{semicircuits}, a generalization of both Boolean circuits and cyclic xor-circuits.

A semicircuit is a composition of a cyclic xor-circuit and an (ordinary) circuit. Namely, its nodes are split into two sets, $X$ and $C$. The nodes in the set $X$ form a cyclic xor-circuit. The nodes in the set $C$ form an ordinary circuit (if wires going from $X$ to $C$ are replaced by variables). There are no wires going back from $C$ to $X$. A semicircuit is called fair if $X$ is fair. \textit{In what follows we abuse the notation by using the word “circuit” to mean a fair semicircuit.}

\section{Lower bound}

\subsection{Overview}

In this section we prove the main theorem.

The proof goes by induction. We start with an affine disperser and a circuit computing it on $\{0, 1\}^n$. Then we gradually shrink the space where it is computed by building smaller and smaller rdq-sources. While we add more equations to the source, we simplify the circuit by reducing the number of gates (and other parameters counted by the complexity measure) and eliminating the variable we have just substituted.

In Subsection 3.2 we show how to make substitutions in fair semicircuits, and how to simplify them afterwards. We also introduce “troubled” gates, special ”unwanted” fragments
Figure 2: A simple example of a cyclic xor-circuit. In this case all the gates are labeled with $\oplus$. The affine functions computed by the gates are shown to the right of the circuit. The bottom row shows the program computed by the circuit as well as the corresponding linear system.

$$
\begin{align*}
G_1 &= G_9 \oplus x_5 \\
G_2 &= G_1 \oplus x_4 \\
G_3 &= G_2 \oplus x_3 \\
G_4 &= G_3 \oplus x_2 \\
G_5 &= G_1 \oplus x_7 \\
G_6 &= G_5 \oplus x_8 \\
G_7 &= G_6 \oplus x_1 \\
G_8 &= G_4 \oplus G_7 \\
G_9 &= G_8 \oplus x_6 \\
\end{align*}
$$

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\times
\begin{bmatrix}
G_1 \\
G_2 \\
G_3 \\
G_4 \\
G_5 \\
G_6 \\
G_7 \\
G_8 \\
G_9
\end{bmatrix}

= 
\begin{bmatrix}
x_5 \\
x_4 \\
x_3 \\
x_2 \\
x_7 \\
x_8 \\
x_1 \\
0 \\
x_6
\end{bmatrix}
$$
of circuits that we count in the complexity measure. We check that the simplification methods we use do not increase the number of these gates too much.

In order to eliminate troubled gates, sometimes we use quadratic substitutions. In Subsection 3.3 we describe formally subsets of points of \( \{0,1\}^n \) resulting from all kinds of the substitutions we make and show that affine dispersers are non-constant on such subsets. In Subsection 3.4 we define the circuit complexity measure and formulate the main result: we can always reduce the measure by an appropriate amount by extending our rdq-source; the lower bound follows.

Finally, Subsection 3.5 proves the main result by going through a number of cases.

3.2 Cyclic circuit transformations

3.2.1 Basic substitutions

In this section we consider several types of substitutions. It is straightforward how to substitute a constant to an input:

**Proposition 1.** Let \( C \) be a circuit with input gates \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \), and let \( c \in \{0,1\} \) be a constant. For every gate \( G \) fed by \( x_1 \) replace the operation \( g(x_1,t) \) computed by \( G \) with the operation \( g'(x_1,t) = g(c,t) \) (thus the result becomes independent of \( x_1 \)). This transforms \( C \) into another circuit \( C' \) (in particular, it is still a fair semicircuit) such that it has the same number of gates, the same topology, and for every gate \( H \) that computes a function \( h(x_1,\ldots,x_n) \) in \( C \), the corresponding gate in the new circuit \( C' \) computes the function \( h(c,x_2,\ldots,x_n) \).

We call this transformation a substitution by a constant.

A more complicated type of a substitution is when we replace an input \( x \) with a function computed in a different gate \( G \). In this case in each gate fed by \( x \), we replace wires going from \( x \) by wires going from \( G \).

We call this transformation a substitution by a function.

**Proposition 2.** Let \( C \) be a circuit with input gates \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \), and let \( g(x_2,\ldots,x_n) \) be a function computed in a gate \( G \). Consider the construction \( C' \) obtained by substituting a function \( g \) to \( x_1 \) (it has the same number of gates as \( C \)). Then if \( G \) is not reachable from \( x_1 \) by a directed path in \( C \), then \( C' \) is a fair semicircuit, and for every gate \( H \) that computes a function \( h(x_1,\ldots,x_n) \) in \( C \), except for \( x_1 \), the corresponding gate in the new circuit \( C' \) computes the function \( h(g(x_2,\ldots,x_n),x_2,\ldots,x_n) \).

**Proof.** Note that we require that \( G \) is not reachable from \( x_1 \) (thus we do not introduce new cycles), and also that \( g \) does not depend on \( x_1 \). Functions computed in the gates are the solution of the system corresponding to the circuit (see Section 2.1). The transformation simply replaces every equation of the form \( H = F \odot x_1 \) with the equation \( H = F \odot G \) (and equation of the form \( H' = x_1 \odot x_1 \) with the equation \( H' = G \odot G \)). Consider specific values for \( x_2,\ldots,x_n \). Assume that the solution for the old system does not satisfy the new equation. Then take \( x_1 = g(x_2,\ldots,x_n) \), it violates the corresponding equation in the old system, a contradiction. Vice versa, consider a different solution for the new system. It must satisfy the old system (where \( x_1 = g(x_2,\ldots,x_n) \)), but the old system has a unique solution. \( \square \)
In what follows, however, we will also use substitutions that do not satisfy the hypothesis of this proposition: substitutions that create cycles. We defer this construction to Section 3.2.3.

### 3.2.2 Normalization and troubled gates

In order to work with a circuit, we are going to assume that it is “normalized”, that is, it does not contain obvious inefficiencies (such as trivial gates, etc.), in particular, those created by substitutions. We describe certain normalization rules below; however, while normalizing we need to make sure the circuit remains within certain limits: in particular, it must remain fair and compute the same function. We need to check also that we do not “spoil” a circuit by introducing “bottleneck” cases. Namely, we are going to prove an upper bound on the number of newly introduced unwanted fragments called “troubled” gates.

We say that an internal gate $G$ is **troubled** if it satisfies the following three criteria:

- $G$ is an and-type gate of fanout 1,
- the gates feeding $G$ are input gates,
- both input gates feeding $G$ have fanout 2.

과정 덧붙임(From now on, we denote all and-type gates by $\land$, and all xor-type gates by $\oplus$.)

We always make substitutions consciously and thus can count the number of troubled gates that can possible emerge. However, what if a gate is killed because of simplifications? We limit the process of removing gates to normalization rules, and make sure that we never get more than four new troubled gates per killed gate.

We say that a circuit is **normalized** if none of the following rules is applicable to it. Each rule eliminates a gate $G$ whose inputs are gates $I_1$ and $I_2$. (Note that $I_1$ and $I_2$ can be inputs or internal nodes, and, in rare cases, they can coincide with $G$ itself.)

**Rule 1:** If $G$ has no outgoing edges and is not marked as an output, then remove it.

$$ I_1 \bigcirc \circ I_2 \quad I_1 \bigcirc \circ I_2$$

Note also that it could not happen that the only outgoing edge of $G$ feeds itself, because this would make a trivial equation and violate the circuit fairness.

**Rule 2:** If $G$ is trivial, i.e., it computes a constant operation $c$, remove $G$ and “embed” this constant to the next gates. That is, for every gate $H$ fed by $G$, replace the operation $h(g,t)$ computed in this gate (where $g$ is the input from $G$ and $t$ is the other input) by the operation $h'(g,t) = h(c,t)$. (Clearly, $h'$ depends on at most one argument, which is not optimal, and in this case after removing $G$ one typically applies Rule 3 or Rule 2 to its successors.)
Rule 3: If $G$ is passing, i.e., it computes an operation depending only on one of its inputs, remove $G$ by reattaching its outgoing wires to that input. This may also require changing the operations computed at its successors (the corresponding input may be negated; note that an and-gate (xor-gate) remains an and-gate (xor-gate)).

If $G$ feeds itself and depends on another input, then the self-loop wire (which would now go nowhere) is dropped. (Note that if $G$ feeds itself it cannot depend on the self-loop input.)

If $G$ has no outgoing edges it must be an output gate (otherwise it would be removed by Rule 0). In this special case, we remove $G$ and mark the corresponding input of $G$ (or its negation) as the output gate.

Rule 4: If $G$ is a 1-gate that feeds a single gate $Q$, $Q$ is distinct from $G$ itself, and $Q$ is also fed by one of $G$’s inputs, then replace in $Q$ the incoming wire going from $G$ by a wire going from the other input of $G$ (this might also require changing the operation at $Q$); then remove $G$. We call such a gate $G$ useless.

Rule 5: If the inputs of $G$ coincide ($I_1$ and $I_2$ refer to the same node) then we replace the binary operation $g(x, y)$ computed in $G$ with the operation $g'(x, y) = g(x, x)$. Then perform the same operation on $G$ as described in Rule 3 or 2.

Proposition 3. Each of the Rules 1–5 removes one internal gate, introduces at most four new troubled gates. An input gate that was not connected by a directed path to the output gate cannot be connected by a new directed path\(^1\). None of the rules change the functions of $n$ input variables computed in the gates that are not removed. A fair semicircuit remains a fair semicircuit.

Proof. Fairness. The circuit remains fair since no rule changes the set of solutions of the system.

New troubled gates. For all the rules, the only gates that may become troubled are $I_1$, $I_2$ (if they are and-type gates), and the gates they feed after the transformation (if $I_1$ or $I_2$ is a variable). Each of $I_1$, $I_2$ may create at most two new troubled gates. Hence each rule, when applied, introduces at most four new troubled gates. \(\square\)

\(^1\)This trivial observation will be formally needed when we later count the number of such gates.
3.2.3 Affine substitutions

In this subsection, we show how to make substitutions that do create cycles. This will be needed in order to make affine substitutions. Namely, we take a gate computing an affine function \( x_1 \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \) (where \( c \in \{0, 1\} \) is a constant) and “rewire” a circuit so that this gate is replaced by a trivial gate computing a constant \( b \in \{0, 1\} \), while \( x_1 \) is replaced by an internal gate. The resulting circuit over \( x_2, \ldots, x_n \) may be viewed as the initial circuit under the substitution \( x_1 \leftarrow \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \oplus b \). The “rewiring” is formally explained below; however, before that we need to prove a structural lemma (which is trivial for acyclic circuits) that guarantees its success.

For an xor-circuit, we say that a gate \( G \) depends on a variable \( x \) if \( G \) computes an affine function in which \( x \) is a term. Note that in a circuit without cycles this means that precisely one of the inputs of \( G \) depends on \( x \), and one could trace this dependency all the way to \( x \), therefore there always exists a path from \( x \) to \( G \). In the following lemma we show that it is always possible to find such a path in a fair cyclic circuit too. However, it may be possible that some nodes on this path do not depend on \( x \). Note that dependencies in cyclic circuits are sometimes counterintuitive. For example, in Figure 2, gate \( G_4 \) is fed by \( x_2 \) but does not depend on it.

**Lemma 1.** Let \( C \) be a fair cyclic xor-circuit, and let the gate \( G \) depend on the variable \( x \). Then there is a path from \( x \) to \( G \).

**Proof.** Let us substitute all variables in \( C \) except for \( x \) to 0. Since \( G \) depends on \( x \), it can only compute \( x \) or its negation.

Let \( \mathcal{R} \) be the set of internal gates that are reachable from \( x \), and \( \mathcal{U} \) be the set of internal gates that are not reachable from \( x \). Let us enumerate the gates in such a way that gates from \( \mathcal{U} \) have smaller indices than gates from \( \mathcal{R} \). Then the circuit \( C \) corresponds to the system

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
U & 0 \\
R_1 & R_2
\end{bmatrix} \times \mathcal{G} = \begin{bmatrix}L_U \\ L_R\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( \mathcal{G} = (g_1, \ldots, g_C)^T \) is a vector of unknowns (the gates’ values), \( U \) is the principal submatrix corresponding to \( \mathcal{U} \) (a square submatrix whose rows and columns correspond to the gates from \( \mathcal{U} \)). Note that

- the upper right part of the matrix is 0, because there are no wires going from \( \mathcal{R} \) to \( \mathcal{U} \), and thus unknowns corresponding to gates from \( \mathcal{R} \) do not appear in the equations corresponding to gates from \( \mathcal{U} \),

- \( L_U \) is a vector of constants, it cannot contain \( x \) since \( \mathcal{U} \) is not reachable from \( x \),

- \( L_R \) is a vector of affine functions of \( x \), since all other inputs are substituted by zeros.

If \( U \) is singular, then the whole matrix is singular, which contradicts the fairness of \( C \). Therefore, \( U \) is nonsingular, i.e., the values \( \mathcal{G}' = (g_1, \ldots, g_{|\mathcal{U}|})^T \) are uniquely determined by
Let \( C \) be a fair semicircuit with input gates \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) and internal gates \( G_1, \ldots, G_m \). Let \( G \) be a gate not reachable by a directed path from any and-gate. Assume that \( G \) computes the function \( x_1 \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \), where \( I \subseteq \{2, \ldots, n\} \). Let \( b \in \{0, 1\} \) be a constant. Then one can transform \( C \) into a new circuit \( C' \) with the following properties:

1. graph-theoretically, \( C' \) has the same gates as \( C \), plus a new internal gate \( Z \); some edges are changed, in particular, \( x_1 \) is disconnected from the circuit;
2. the operation in \( G \) is replaced by the constant operation \( b \);
3. \( \text{in}_{C'}(Z) = 2 \), \( \text{out}_{C'}(G) = \text{out}_C(G) + 1 \), \( \text{out}_{C'}(x_1) = 0 \). \( \text{out}_{C'}(Z) = \text{out}_C(x_1) - 1 \).
4. The indegrees and outdegrees of all other gates are the same in \( C \) and \( C' \).
5. \( C' \) is fair.
6. all gates common for \( C' \) and \( C \) compute the same functions on the affine subspace defined by \( x_1 \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \oplus b = 0 \), that is, if \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) is the function computed by an internal gate in \( C \) and \( f'(x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) is the function computed by its counterpart in \( C' \), then \( f\left(\bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \oplus b, x_2, \ldots, x_n\right) = f'(x_2, \ldots, x_n) \). The gate \( Z \) computes the function \( \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \oplus b \) (which on the affine subspace equals \( x_1 \)).

**Proof.** Consider a path from \( x_1 \) to \( G \) that is guaranteed to exist by Lemma 1. Denote the internal gates on this path by \( G_1, \ldots, G_k = G \). Denote by \( T_1, \ldots, T_k \) the other inputs of these gates. Note that we assume that \( G_1, \ldots, G_k \) are pairwise different gates while some of the gates \( T_1, \ldots, T_k \) may coincide with each other and with some of \( G_1, \ldots, G_k \) (it might even be the case that \( T_i = G_i \)).

The transformation is as shown in Figure 3. The gates \( A_0, \ldots, A_k \) are shown on the picture just for convenience: any of \( x_1, Z, G_1, \ldots, G_k \) may feed any number of gates, not just one \( A_i \).

To show the fairness of \( C' \), assume the contrary, that is, the sum of a subset of rows of the new matrix is zero. The row corresponding to \( G_k = b \) must belong to the sum (otherwise we would have only rows of the matrix for \( C \), plus an extra column). However, this would mean that if we sum up the corresponding lines of the system (not just the matrix) for \( C \), we get \( G_k = \text{const} \oplus \bigoplus_{j \in J} x_j \) where \( J \neq 1 \) (note that \( x_1 \) was replaced by \( Z \) in the new system, and cancelled out by our assumption). This contradicts the assumption of the Lemma that \( G_k \) computes the function \( x_1 \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \). Therefore, the matrix for \( C' \) has full rank.

The programs shown next to the circuits explain that for \( x_1 = \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c \oplus b \), the gates \( G_1, \ldots, G_k \) compute the same values in \( C' \) and \( C \); the value of \( Z \) is also clearly correct.
Corollary 1. This transformation does not introduce new troubled gates.

Proof. Indeed, the gates being fed by \(G_1, \ldots, G_{k-1}, G_k, Z\) are not fed by variables; these gates themselves are not and-type gates; other gates do not change their degrees or types of input gates.

After we apply the transformation, we apply Rule 2 to \(G\). Since the only troubled gates introduced by this rule are the inputs of the removed gate, no troubled gates are introduced (and one gate, \(G\) itself, is eliminated, thus the combination of Lemma 2 and Rule 2 does not increase the number of gates).

3.3 Read-once depth-2 quadratic sources

We generalize affine sources as follows.

Definition 1. Let the set of variables \(\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}\) be partitioned into three disjoint sets \(F, L, Q \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\}\) (for free, linear, and quadratic). Consider a system of equalities that contains

- for each variable \(x_j\) with \(j \in Q\), a quadratic equality of the form
  \[x_j = (x_i \oplus c_i)(x_k \oplus c_k) \oplus c_j,\]
  where \(i, k \in F\); the variables from the right-hand side of all the quadratic substitutions are pairwise disjoint;

- for each variable \(x_j\) with \(j \in L\), an affine equality of the form
  \[x_j = \bigoplus_{i \in F_j \subseteq F} x_i \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in Q_j \subseteq Q} x_i \oplus c_j.\]
Figure 4: An example of an rdq-source. Note that a variable can be read just once by an and-type gate while it can be read many times by xor-gates.

A subset $R$ of $\{(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \in \mathbb{F}_2^n\}$ that satisfies these equalities is called a read-once depth-2 quadratic source (or rdq-source) of dimension $d = |F|$.

An example of such a system is presented at Figure 4.

The variables from the right-hand side of quadratic substitutions are called protected. Other free variables are called unprotected.

For this, we will gradually build a straight-line program (that is, a sequence of lines of the form $x = f(\ldots)$, where $f$ is a function depending on the inputs (free variables) and the values computed in the previous lines) that produces an rdq-source. We build it bottom-up. Namely, we will take an unprotected free variable and extend our current program with either a quadratic substitution

$$x_j = (x_i \oplus c_i)(x_k \oplus c_k) \oplus c_j,$$

depending on free unprotected variables $x_i, x_k$ or a linear substitution

$$x_j = \bigoplus_{i \in J} x_i \oplus c_j$$

depending on any variables. It is clear that such a program can be rewritten into a system satisfying Definition 1. In general, we cannot use protected free variables without breaking the rdq-property. However, there are two special cases where this is possible: (1) we can substitute a constant to a protected variable (and update the quadratic line accordingly: for example, $z = xy$ and $x = 1$ yield $z = y$ and $x = 1$); (2) we can substitute one protected variable for another variable (or its negation) from the same quadratic equation (for example, $z = xy$ and $x = y$ yield $z = x$ and $x = y$).

In what follows we abuse the notation by denoting by the same letter $R$ the source, the straight-line program defining it, and a mapping $R: \mathbb{F}_2^d \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_2^n$ computed by this program that takes the $d$ free variables and evaluates all other variables.

**Definition 2.** Let $R \subseteq \mathbb{F}_2^n$ be an rdq-source of dimension $d$, let the free variables be $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d$, and let $f: \mathbb{F}_2^n \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_2$ be a function. Then $f$ restricted to $R$, denoted $f|_R$, is a function $f|_R: \mathbb{F}_2^d \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_2$, defined by $f|_R(x_1, \ldots, x_d) = f(R(x_1, \ldots, x_d))$.

Note that affine sources are precisely rdq-sources with $Q = \emptyset$. We define dispersers for rdq-sources similarly to dispersers for affine sources.
Definition 3. An rdq-disperser for dimension \( d(n) \) is a family of functions \( f_n : \mathbb{F}_2^n \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_2 \) such that for all sufficiently large \( n \), for every rdq-source \( R \) of dimension at least \( d(n) \), \( f_n|_R \) is non-constant.

The following proposition shows that affine dispersers are also rdq-dispersers for related parameters.

Proposition 4. Let \( R \) be an rdq-source of \( \mathbb{F}_2^n \) of dimension \( d \). Then \( R \) contains an affine subspace of dimension at least \( d/2 \).

Proof. For each quadratic substitution \( x_j = (x_i \oplus c_i)(x_k \oplus c_k) \oplus c_j \), further restrict \( R \) by setting \( x_i = 0 \). This replaces a quadratic substitution by two affine substitutions \( x_i = 0 \) and \( x_j = c_i(x_k \oplus c_k) \oplus c_j \); the number of free variables is decreased by one. Also, since the free variables do not occur on the left-hand side, the newly introduced affine substitution is consistent with the previous affine substitutions.

Since the variables occurring on the right-hand side of our quadratic substitutions are disjoint we have initially that \( 2|Q| \leq |F| = d \), so the number of newly introduced affine substitutions is at most \( d/2 \). \( \square \)

Note that it is important in the proof that protected variables do not appear on the left-hand sides. The proposition above is obviously false for quadratic varieties: no Boolean function can be non-constant on all sets of common roots of \( n - o(n) \) quadratic polynomials. For example, the system of \( n/2 \) quadratic equations \( x_1x_2 = x_3x_4 = \ldots = x_{n-1}x_n = 1 \) defines a single point, so any function is constant on this set.

Corollary 2. An affine disperser for sublinear dimension is also an rdq-disperser for sublinear dimension.

3.4 Circuit complexity measure

For a circuit \( C \) and a straight-line program \( R \) defining an rdq-source, we define the following circuit complexity measure:

\[
\mu(C, R) = g + \alpha_Q \cdot q + \alpha_T \cdot t + \alpha_I \cdot i ,
\]

where \( g \) is the number of internal gates in \( C \), \( q \) is the number of quadratic substitutions in \( R \), \( t \) is the number of troubled gates in \( C \), and \( i \) is the number of influential input gates in \( C \). We say that an input is influential if it feeds at least one gate or is protected (recall that a variable is protected if it occurs in the right-hand side of a quadratic substitution in \( R \)). The constants \( \alpha_Q, \alpha_T, \alpha_I > 0 \) will be chosen later.

Proposition 3 implies that when a gate is removed from a circuit by applying a normalization rule the measure \( \mu \) is reduced by at least \( \beta = 1 - 4\alpha_T \). The constant \( \alpha_T \) will be chosen to be very close to 0 (certainly less than 1/4), so \( \beta > 0 \).

In order to estimate the initial value of our measure, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let $C$ be a circuit computing an affine disperser $f: \mathbb{F}_2^n \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_2$ for dimension $d$, then the number of troubled gates in $C$ is less than $\frac{n}{2} + \frac{5d}{2}$.

Proof. Let $V$ be the set of the inputs, $|V| = n$. In what follows we let $\sqcup$ denote the disjoint set union. Let us call two inputs $x$ and $y$ neighbors if they feed the same troubled gate. Assume to the contrary that $t \geq \frac{n}{2} + \frac{5d}{2}$. Let $v_i$ be the number of variables feeding exactly $i$ troubled gates. Since a variable feeding a troubled gate must have outdegree 2, $v_i = 0$ for $i > 2$. By double counting the number of wires from inputs to troubled gates, $2t = v_1 + 2v_2$. Since $v_1 + v_2 \leq n$,

$$n + 5d \leq 2t = v_1 + 2v_2 \leq n + v_2.$$ 

Let $T$ be the set of inputs that feed two troubled gates, $|T| = v_2 \geq 5d$. We now construct two disjoint subsets $X \subset T$ and $Y \subset V$ such that

- $|X| = d$,
- there are $|Y|$ consistent linear equations that make the circuit $C$ independent of variables from $X \sqcup Y$.

When the sets $X$ and $Y$ are constructed the theorem statement follows immediately. Indeed, we first take $|Y|$ equations that make $C$ independent of $X \sqcup Y$, then we set all the remaining variables $V \setminus (X \sqcup Y)$ to arbitrary constants. After this, the circuit $C$ evaluates a constant (since it does not depend on variables from $X \sqcup Y$ and all other variables are set to constants). We have $|Y| + |V \setminus (X \sqcup Y)| = |V \setminus X| = n - d$ linear equations which contradicts the assumption that $f$ is an affine disperser for dimension $d$.

Now we turn to constructing $X$ and $Y$. For this we will repeat the following routine $d$ times. First we pick any variable $x \in T$, it feeds two troubled gates, let $y_1$ and $y_2$ be neighbors of $x$ ($y_1$ may coincide with $y_2$). We add $x$ to $X$, also we add $y_1, y_2$ to $Y$. Note that it is possible to assign constants to $y_1$ and $y_2$ to make $C$ independent of $x$. (See the figure below. If $y_1$ differs from $y_2$, then we substitute constants to them so that they eliminate troubled gates fed by $x$ and leave $C$ independent of $x$. If $y_1$ coincides with $y_2$, then either $x = c$, or $y_1 = c$, or $y_1 = x \oplus c$ eliminates both troubled gates for some constant $c$; if we make an $x = c$ substitution, then formally we have to interchange $x$ and $y$, that is, add $y$ rather than $x$ to $X$.) Each of $y_1, y_2$ has at most one neighbor different from $x$. We remove $x$, $y_1$, $y_2$, neighbors of $y_1$ and $y_2$ (at most five vertices total) from the set $T$, if they belong to it. Since at each step we remove at most five vertices from $T$, we can repeat this routine $d$ times. Since we remove the neighbors of $y_1$ and $y_2$ from $T$, we guarantee that in all future steps when we pick an input, its neighbors do not belong to $Y$, so we can make arbitrary substitutions to them and leave the system consistent.

We are now ready to formulate our main result.
Theorem 1. Let \( f : \mathbb{F}_2^n \to \mathbb{F}_2 \) be an rdq-disperser for dimension \( d \) and \( C \) be a fair semicircuit computing \( f \). Let \( \alpha_Q, \alpha_T, \alpha_I \geq 0 \) be some constants, and \( \alpha_T \leq 1/4 \). Then \( \mu(C, \emptyset) \geq \delta(n - d - 2) \) where

\[
\delta := \alpha_I + \min \left\{ \frac{\alpha_I}{2}, 4\beta, 3 + \alpha_T, 2\beta + \alpha_Q, 5\beta - \alpha_Q, 2.5\beta + \frac{\alpha_Q}{2} \right\},
\]

and \( \beta = 1 - 4\alpha_T \).

We defer the proof of this theorem to the next section. This theorem, together with Corollary 2, implies a lower bound on the circuit complexity of affine dispersers.

Corollary 3. Let \( \delta, \beta, \alpha_Q, \alpha_T, \alpha_I \) be constants as above, then the circuit size of an affine disperser for sublinear dimension is at least

\[
\left( \delta - \frac{\alpha_T}{2} - \alpha_I \right) n - o(n).
\]

Proof. Note that \( q = 0, i \leq n, t < \frac{n}{2} + \frac{5d}{2} \) (see Lemma 3). Thus, the circuit size is

\[
g = \mu - \alpha_Q \cdot q - \alpha_T \cdot t - \alpha_I \cdot i > \delta(n - d - 2) - \alpha_T \cdot \left( \frac{n}{2} + \frac{5d}{2} \right) - \alpha_I \cdot n
\]

\[
= \left( \delta - \frac{\alpha_T}{2} - \alpha_I \right) n - \left( \delta + \frac{5\alpha_T}{2} \right) d - 2\delta = \left( \delta - \frac{\alpha_T}{2} - \alpha_I \right) n - o(n).
\]

\( \square \)

The maximal value of \( \delta - \frac{\alpha_T}{2} - \alpha_I \) satisfying the condition from Corollary 3 is given by the following linear program: maximize \( \delta - \frac{\alpha_T}{2} - \alpha_I \) subject to

\[
\beta + 4\alpha_T = 1
\]

\[
\alpha_T, \alpha_Q, \alpha_I, \beta \geq 0
\]

\[
\delta \leq \alpha_I + \min \left\{ \frac{\alpha_I}{2}, 4\beta, 3 + \alpha_T, 2\beta + \alpha_Q, 5\beta - \alpha_Q, 2.5\beta + \frac{\alpha_Q}{2} \right\}.
\]

The optimal values for this linear program are

\[
\alpha_T = \frac{1}{43},
\]

\[
\alpha_Q = 1 + 22\alpha_T = \frac{65}{43},
\]

\[
\alpha_I = 6 + 2\alpha_T = 6 + \frac{2}{43},
\]

\[
\beta = 1 - 4\alpha_T = \frac{39}{43},
\]

\[
\delta = 9 + 3\alpha_T = 9 + \frac{3}{43}.
\]

This gives a \( (3 + \frac{1}{86})n - o(n) \) lower bound for an affine disperser for sublinear dimension.
3.5 Gate elimination

In order to prove Theorem 1 we first show that it is always possible to make a substitution and decrease the measure by $\delta$.

**Theorem 2.** Let $f : \mathbb{F}_2^n \to \mathbb{F}_2$ be an rdq-disperser for dimension $d$, let $R$ be an rdq-source of dimension $s \geq d + 2$, and let $C$ be an optimal (i.e., $C$ with the smallest $\mu(C, R)$) fair semicircuit computing the function $f|_R$. Then there exist an rdq-source $R'$ of dimension $s' < s$ and a fair semicircuit $C'$ computing the function $f|_{R'}$ such that

$$\mu(C', R') \leq \mu(C, R) - \delta(s' - s).$$

Before we proceed to the proof, we show how to infer the main theorem from this claim:

**Proof of Theorem 1.** We prove that for optimal $C$ computing $f|_R$, $\mu(C, R) \geq \delta(s - d - 2)$. We do it by induction on $s$, the dimension of $R$. Note that the statement is vacuously true for $s \leq d + 2$, since $\mu$ is nonnegative. Now suppose the statement is true for all rdq-sources of dimension strictly less than $s$ for some $s > d + 2$, and let $R$ be an rdq-source of dimension $s$. Let $C$ be a fair semicircuit computing $f|_R$. Let $R'$ be the rdq-source of dimension $s'$ guaranteed to exist by Theorem 2, and let $C'$ be a fair semicircuit computing $f|_{R'}$. We have that

$$\mu(C, R) \geq \mu(C', R') + \delta(s' - s) \geq \delta(s - d - 2),$$

where the second inequality comes from the induction hypothesis.

3.5.1 Proof sketch

The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a careful consideration of a number of cases. Before considering all of them formally, we show a high-level picture of the case analysis.

We fix the values of constants $\alpha_T, \alpha_Q, \alpha_I, \beta, \delta$ to the optimal values: $\alpha_T = \frac{1}{43}, \alpha_Q = \frac{65}{43}, \alpha_I = \frac{62}{43}, \beta = \frac{39}{43}, \delta = \frac{93}{43}$. Now it suffices to show that we can always make one substitution and decrease the measure by at least $\delta = \frac{93}{43}$. First we normalize the circuit. By Proposition 3, during normalization if we eliminate a gate then we introduce at most four new troubled gates, this means that we decrease the measure by at least $1 - 4\alpha_T = \frac{39}{43}$. Therefore, normalization never increases the measure.

We always make constant, linear or simple quadratic substitution to a variable. Then we remove the substituted variable from the circuit, so that for each assignment to the remaining variables the function is defined. It is easy to make a constant substitution $x = c$ for $c \in \{0, 1\}$. We propagate the value $c$ to the inputs fed by $x$ and remove $x$ from the circuit, since it does not feed any other gates. An affine substitution $x = \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c$ is harder to make, because a straightforward way to eliminate $x$ would be to compute $\left(\bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i \oplus c\right)$ elsewhere. Fortunately, Lemma 2 shows how to compute it on the affine subspace defined by the substitution without using $x$ and without increasing the number of gates (after an extra gate introduced by this lemma is removed by normalization).
Thus, in this sketch we will be making arbitrary affine substitutions for sums that are computed in gates without saying that we need to run the reconstruction procedure first. Also, we will make a simple quadratic substitution $z = (x \oplus c_1)(y \oplus c_2) \oplus c_3$ only if the gates fed by $z$ are canceled out after the substitution, so that we do not need to propagate this quadratic value to other gates. We want to stay in the class of rdq-sources, therefore we cannot make an affine substitution to a variable $x$ if it already has been used in the right-hand side of some quadratic restriction $z = (x \oplus c_1)(y \oplus c_2) \oplus c_3$, also we cannot make quadratic substitutions that overlap in the variables. In this proof sketch we ignore these two issues, but they are addressed in the full proof in the next subsection.

Let $A$ be a topologically minimal and-type gate (i.e., an and-gate that is not reachable from any and-gate), let $I_1$ and $I_2$ be the inputs of $A$ ($I_1$ and $I_2$ can be variables or internal gates). Now we consider the following cases (see Figure 5).

1. At least one of $I_1$, $I_2$ (say, $I_1$) is an internal gate of outdegree greater than one. There is a constant $c$ such that if we assign $I_1 = c$, then $A$ becomes constant. (For example, if $A$ is an and, then $c = 0$, if $A$ is an or, then $c = 1$ etc.) When $A$ becomes constant it eliminates all the gates it feeds. Therefore, if we assign the appropriate constant to $I_1$, we eliminate $I_1$, two of the gates it feeds (including $A$), and also a successor of $A$, four gates total, and we decrease measure by at least $\alpha_I + 4\beta > \delta$.

2. At least one of $I_1$, $I_2$ (say, $I_1$) is a variable of outdegree one. We assign the appropriate constant to $I_2$. This eliminates $I_2$, $A$, a successor of $A$, and $I_1$. This assignment eliminates at least two gates and two variables, so the measure decrease is at least $2\alpha_I + 2\beta = 13\frac{39}{43} > \delta$.

3. $I_1$ and $I_2$ are internal gates of outdegree one. Then if we assign the appropriate constant to $I_1$, we eliminate $I_1$, $A$, a successor of $A$, and $I_2$ (since $I_2$ does not feed any gates). We decrease measure by at least $\alpha_I + 4\beta > \delta$. 

Figure 5: Gate elimination process in Theorem 2.
4. $I_1$ is an internal gate of outdegree one, $I_2$ is a variable of outdegree greater than one. Then we assign the appropriate constant to $I_2$. This assignment eliminates $I_2$, at least two of its successors (including $A$), a successor of $A$, and $I_1$ (since it does not feed any gates). Again, we decrease the measure by at least $\alpha_I + 4\beta > \delta$.

5. $I_1$ and $I_2$ are variables of outdegree greater than one.

   (a) $I_1$ or $I_2$ (say, $I_1$) has outdegree at least three. By assigning the appropriate constant to $I_1$ we eliminate at least three of the gates it feeds and a successor of $A$, four gates total.

   (b) $I_1$ and $I_2$ are variables of degree two. If $A$ is a $2^+$-gate we eliminate at least four gates by assigning $I_1$ so in what follows we assume that $A$ is a 1-gate. In this case $A$ is a troubled gate. We want to make the appropriate substitution and eliminate $I_1$ (or $I_2$), its successor, $A$, and $A$’s successor.

     i. If this substitution does not introduce new troubled gates, then we eliminate a variable, three gates and decrease the number of troubled gates by one. Thus, we decrease the measure by $\alpha_I + 3 + \alpha_T = 9 \frac{3}{43} = \delta$.

     ii. If the substitution introduces troubled gates, then we consider which normalization rule introduces troubled gates. The full case analysis is presented in the next subsection, here we demonstrate just one case of the analysis. Let us consider the case when a new troubled gate is introduced when we eliminate the gate fed by $A$ (see Figure 5, the variable $z$ will feed a new troubled gate after assignments $x = 0$ or $y = 0$). In such a case we make a different substitution: $z = (x \oplus c_1)(y \oplus c_2) \oplus c_3$. This substitution eliminates gates $A, D, E, F$ and a gate fed by $F$. Thus, we eliminate one variable, five gates, but we introduce a new quadratic substitution, and decrease the measure by at least $\alpha_I + 5\beta - \alpha_Q = 9 \frac{3}{43} = \delta$.

It is conceivable that when we count several eliminated gates, some of them coincide, so that we actually eliminate fewer gates. Usually in such cases we can prove that some other gates become trivial. This and other degenerate cases are handled in the full proof in the next subsection.

### 3.5.2 Full proof

**Proof of Theorem 2.** Since normalization does not increase the measure and does not change $R$, we may assume that $C$ is normalized.

In what follows we will further restrict $R$ by decreasing the number of free variables either by one or by two, then we will implement these substitutions in $C$ and normalize $C$ afterwards. Formally, we do it as follows:

- We add an equation or two to $R$. 


Since we now compute the disperser on a smaller set, we simplify $C$ (in particular, we disconnect the substituted variables from the rest of the circuit). For this, we

- change the operations in the gates fed by the substituted variables or restructure the xor part of the circuit according to Lemma 2,
- apply some normalization rules to remove some gates (and disconnect substituted variables).

• We count the decrease of $\mu$.

• We further normalize the circuit (without increase of $\mu$) to bring it to the normalized state required for the next induction step.

Since $s \geq d + 2$, even if we add two more lines to $R$, the disperser will not become a constant. This, in particular, implies that if a gate becomes constant then it is not an output gate and hence feeds at least one other gate. By going through the possible cases we will show that it is always possible to perform one or two consecutive substitutions matching at least one of the following types (by $\Delta \mu$ we denote the decrease of the measure after subsequent normalization).

1. Perform two consecutive affine substitutions to reduce the number of influential inputs by at least three. Per one substitution, this gives $\Delta \mu \geq 1.5\alpha_I$.

2. Perform one affine substitution to reduce the number of influential inputs by at least 2: $\Delta \mu \geq 2\alpha_I$ (numerically, this case is subsumed by the previous one).

3. Perform one affine substitution to kill four internal gates: $\Delta \mu \geq 4\beta + \alpha_I$.

4. Perform one constant substitution to eliminate three internal gates including at least one troubled gate so that no new troubled gate is introduced: $\Delta \mu \geq \alpha_I + 3 + \alpha_T$.

5. Perform one quadratic substitution to kill five internal gates: $\Delta \mu \geq 5\beta - \alpha_Q + \alpha_I$.

6. Perform two affine substitutions to kill at least five internal gates and replace a quadratic substitution by an affine one, reducing the measure by at least $5\beta + \alpha_Q + 2\alpha_I$. Per substitution this is $\Delta \mu \geq 2.5\beta + \frac{\alpha_Q}{2} + \alpha_I$.

7. Perform one affine substitution to kill two internal gates and replace one quadratic substitution by an affine one: $\Delta \mu \geq 2\beta + \alpha_Q + \alpha_I$.

All substitutions that we perform are of the form such that adding them to an rdq-source results in a new rdq-source.

We check all possible cases of $(C, R)$. In every case we assume that the conditions of the previous cases are not satisfied. We also rely on the specified order of applications of the normalization rules where applicable.
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Note that the measure can accidentally drop less than we expect if new troubled gates emerge. We take care of this when counting the number of internal gates that disappear, recall Proposition 3 that guarantees the decrease of $\beta$ per one eliminated gate. If some additional gate accidentally disappears, it may introduces new troubled gates but does not increase the measure, because $\beta \geq 0$.

**Cases:**

1. The circuit contains a protected variable $q$ that either feeds an and-type gate or feeds at least two internal gates. Then there is a type 7 substitution of $q$ by a constant.

2. The circuit contains a protected 0-variable $q$ occurring in the right-hand side of a quadratic substitution together with some variable $q'$. We substitute a constant to $q'$. After this neither $q$ nor $q'$ are influential, so we have a type 2 substitution.
   
   Note that after this case all protected variables are 1-variables feeding xor gates.

3. The circuit contains a variable $x$ feeding an and-type gate $T$, and $\text{out}(x) + \text{out}(T) \geq 4$. Then if $x$ gets the value that trivializes $T$, we remove four gates: $T$ by Rule 2, and descendants of $x$ and $T$ by Rule 3. If some of these descendants coincide, this gate becomes trivial (instead of passing) and is removed by Rule 2 (instead of Rule 3), and an additional gate (a descendant of this descendant) is removed by Rule 3. This makes a type 3 substitution.
   
   Note that after this case all variables feeding and-gates have outdegree one or two.

4. There is an and-type gate $T$ fed by two input gates $x$ and $y$, one of which (say, $x$) has outdegree 1. Adopt the notation from the following picture. In this and all the subsequent pictures we show the outdegrees near the gates that are important for the case analysis.

   
   We substitute $y$ by a constant trivializing $T$. This removes the dependence on $x$ and $y$ (which are both influential and unprotected), a type 2 substitution.

5. There is an and-type gate $T$ fed by two input gates $x$ and $y$, and at this point (due to the cases 3 and 4) we inevitably have $\text{out}(T) = 1$ and $\text{out}(x) = \text{out}(y) = 2$, that is, $T$ is “troubled”. Adopt calling conventions from the following picture:
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Since the circuit is normalized, $B \neq D$ and $C \neq D$ (Rule 4). One can now remove three gates by substituting a constant to $x$ that trivializes $T$. If in addition to the three gates one more gate can be killed, we are done (substitution of type 3). Otherwise, we have just three gates, but the troubled gate $T$ is removed. If this does not introduce a new troubled gate, it makes a substitution of type 4. Likewise, if this is the case for a substitution to $y$, we are done.

So in the remaining subcases of Case 5 we will be fighting the situation where only three gates are eliminated while one or more troubled gates are introduced.

How can it happen that a new troubled gate is introduced? This means that something has happened around some and-type gate $E$. Whatever has happened, it is due to two gates, $B$ and $D$, that became passing (if some of them became trivial, then one more gate would be removed). The options are:

- \emph{E gets as input a variable} instead of an internal gate (because some gate in between became passing).
- A variable \emph{increases its outdegree} from 1 to 2 (because a gate of degree at least two became passing), and this variable starts to feed $E$ (note that it could not feed it before, because after the increase it would feed it twice).
- A variable \emph{decreases its outdegree} to 2. This variable could not feed $E$ before this happens, because this would be Case 3. It takes at least one passing gate, $X$, to pass a new variable to $E$, thus the decrease of the outdegree has happened because of a single passing gate $Y$. In order to decrease the outdegree of the variable this gate must have outdegree 1, thus it would be removed by Rule 4 as useless.
- \emph{E decreases its outdegree} to 1.
  - This could happen if two gates, $B$ and $D$, became passing, and they fed a single gate. However, in this case $E$ should already have 2-variables as its inputs, Case 3.
  - This could also happen if $E$ feeds $B$ and some gate $X$, and $B$ becomes passing to $X$. However, in this case $B$ is useless (Rule 4). (Note that $\text{out}(B) = 1$, because otherwise $E$ would not decrease its outdegree to 1.)

Summarizing, only the two first possibilities could happen, and both pass some variable to $E$ through either $B$ or $D$ (or both).

The plan for the following cases it to exploit the local topology, that is, possible connections between $B$, $D$, and $C$. First we consider “degenerate” cases where these gates are locally connected beyond what is shown in the figure in case 5. After this, we continue to the more general case.
6. If $B = C$, then one can trivialize both $T$ and $B$ either by substituting a constant to $x$ or $y$ or by one affine substitution $y = x \oplus c$ (using Proposition 2) for the appropriate constant $c$ (this can be easily seen by examining the possible operations in the two gates). Since $x$ and $y$ are unprotected, the number of influential variables is decreased by 2, making a substitution of type 2.

7. Assume that $D$ feeds both $B$ and $C$. In this case, a new troubled gate may emerge only because $D$ is fed by a variable $u$, and it is passed to some and-type gate $E$. Note that $\text{out}(D) \leq 2$, because otherwise $u$ would become a 3-variable and $E$ would not become troubled. Therefore, $u$ cannot be passed by $D$ to $E$ directly, it is passed via $B$.

8. Assume now that $B$ feeds $D$, and $D$ feeds $C$. (Or, symmetrically, $C$ feeds $D$, and $D$ feeds $B$.) Then substituting $y$ to trivialize $T$ removes $T$, $D$, and $C$, and introduces no new troubled gates, because $C$ and $D$ are passing the internal gate $B$. We assumed it is not the case.

9. We can now assume that $B$ and $D$ are not connected (in any direction).

   Indeed, if $B$ feeds $D$, we can switch the roles of $x$ and $y$ unless $C$ feeds $D$ (impossible, because then $D$ has three inputs: $T$, $B$, and $C$) or unless we switched $x$ and $y$ before (that is, $D$ feeds $C$, Case 8).
(a) Assume that $D$ feeds a new troubled gate under the substitution of $x$. The troubled gate $E$ gets some variable $z$ from $D$ (directly, as $D$ and $B$ are not connected).

- If $\text{out}(z) \geq 2$, then $\text{out}(D) = 1$ and $E$ is fed by another variable $t$ either directly or via $B$. In the former case, we can substitute $t$ to trivialize $E$, this kills $E$ and the gate it feeds, and also makes $D$ and then $T$ 0-gates; a type 3 substitution. In the latter case:

- if $\text{out}(B) \geq 2$, then $B$ is a xor-type gate (see Case 5a), and by substituting $x = t \oplus c$ for the appropriate constant $c$, we can make $B$ a constant trivializing $E$ and remove two more descendants of $B$ and $E$, a type 3 substitution;
- if $\text{out}(B) = 1$, then we can set $z$ and $y$ to constants trivializing $T$ and $E$, respectively. Then $B$ becomes a 0-gate and is eliminated, which means that $x$ becomes a 0-variable. We then get a substitution of type 1.

We can now assume that $\text{out}(z) = 1$ and thus $\text{out}(D) \geq 2$, because $z$ must get outdegree two in order to feed the new troubled gate.

- If $D$ is an and-type gate, substituting $z$ by the appropriate constant trivializes $D$ and kills both gates that it feeds; also $T$ becomes a 0-gate, a type 3 substitution.

- If $z$ is protected, we set $x$ and $z$ to constants trivializing $T$, $D$, and $E$. This additionally removes $B$ and the gates that $E$ feeds, at least five gates in total. Since we also kill a quadratic substitution, this makes a type 6 substitution.

- Since we can now assume that $z$ is unprotected and $D$ is an xor-type gate, we can make a substitution $z = (x \oplus c_1)(y \oplus c_2) \oplus c_3$ for appropriate constants $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$ to assign $D$ a value that trivializes $E$. This makes $T$ a 0-gate and removes also $D$, $E$, another gate that $D$ feeds, and the gate(s) that $E$ feeds. As usual, if some passing gates coincide, another gate is removed. Taking into account the penalty for introducing a quadratic substitution, we get a substitution of type 5.
(b) Since $D$ does not feed a new troubled gate, $B$ does, and $B$ is fed directly by a variable $t$ (since $B$ and $D$ are not connected). The new troubled gate $E$ must be also fed directly by a variable $z$ (because $D$ does not feed it).

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
1^+ & 2 & 2 \\
\text{B} & \text{E} & \text{C} & \text{T}
\end{array}
\]

- If $\text{out}(B) \geq 2$ (which means $B$ is a xor-type gate, see Case 5a), then by substituting $x = t \oplus c$ (using Proposition 2) for the appropriate constant $c$, we can make $B$ a constant trivializing $E$ and remove two more descendants of $B$ and $E$, a type 3 substitution.
- If $\text{out}(B) = 1$, then we can set $z$ and $y$ to constants trivializing $T$ and $E$, respectively. Then $B$ becomes a 0-gate and is eliminated, which means that $x$ becomes a 0-variable. We then get a substitution of type 1.

---

Starting from the next case we will consider a topologically minimal and-type gate and call it $A$ for the remaining part of the proof. Here $A$ is topologically minimal if it cannot be reached from another and-type gate via a directed path.

Note that the circuit $C$ must contain at least one and-type gate (otherwise it computes an affine function, and a single affine substitution makes it constant). The minimality implies that both inputs of $A$ are computed by fair cyclic xor-circuits (note that a subcircuit of a fair circuit is fair, because it corresponds to a submatrix of a full-rank matrix); in particular, they can be input gates.

10. One input of $A$ is an input gate $x$ of outdegree 2 while the other one is an internal gate $Q$ of outdegree 1.

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
2 & 1 \\
\text{A} & \text{Q}
\end{array}
\]

Recall that $x$ is unprotected due to Case 1, and $x$ cannot feed $Q$ because of Rule 4. Substituting $x$ by the constant trivializing $A$ eliminates the two successors of $x$, all the successors of $A$, and makes $Q$ a 0-gate which is then eliminated by Rule 1. A type 3 substitution. (As usual, if the only successor of $A$ coincides with the other successor of $x$ then this gate becomes constant so its successors are also eliminated. That is, in any case at least four gates are eliminated.)
11. One input to $A$ is an internal gate $Q$. Denote the other input by $P$. If $P$ is also an internal gate and has outdegree larger than $Q$ we switch the roles of $P$ and $Q$.

In this case we will try to substitute a value to $Q$ in order to trivialize $A$. $Q$ is a gate computed by a fair xor-circuit, so it computes an affine function $c \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in I} x_i$. For this, we use the xor-reconstruction procedure described in Lemma 2. In order to perform it, we need at least one unprotected variable $x_i$ with $i \in I$.

(a) Such a variable $x_1$ exists.

We then add the substitution $x_1 = b \oplus c \oplus \bigoplus_{i \in I \setminus \{1\}} x_i$ to the rdq-source $R$ for the appropriate constant $b$ (so that $Q$ on the updated $R$ computes the constant trivializing $A$). We could now simply replace the operation in $Q$ by this constant (since the just updated circuit computes correctly the disperser on the just updated $R$). However, we need to eliminate the just substituted variable $x_1$ from the circuit. To do this, we perform the reconstruction described in Lemma 2. Note that it only changes the in- and outdegrees of $x_1$ (replacing it by a new internal gate $Z$) and $Q$. No new troubled gates are introduced, and the subsequent application of Rule 2 to $Q$ removes $Q$ without introducing new troubled gates as well.

Moreover, normalizations remove all descendants of $Q$, all descendants of $A$, and, in the case $\text{out}(P) = 1$, Rule 1 removes $P$ if it is an internal gate, or $P$ becomes a 0-variable, if it was a variable. It remains to count the decrease of the measure. Below we go through several subcases depending on the type of the gate $P$.

i. $Q$ is a $2^+$-gate. We recall the general picture of xor-reconstruction.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\quad 2^+ \\
\quad 1^+ \quad \oplus \\
\quad P \quad \oplus Q \\
\quad A \Delta \\
\end{array} \]

After the reconstruction, there are at least three descendants of $Q$ and at least one descendant of $A$, a type 3 substitution.

ii. $Q$ is an internal 1-gate and $P$ is an input gate. Then $P$ has outdegree 1 and is unprotected (see Cases 10, 1).

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\quad 1 \\
\quad 1^+ \quad \oplus \\
\quad P \quad \oplus Q \\
\quad A \Delta \\
\end{array} \]

Note that $P \neq x_1$ since the only outgoing edge of $P$ goes to an and-type gate. This means that $P$ is left untouched by the xor-reconstruction. After trivializing $A$ the circuit becomes independent of both $x_1$ and $P$ giving a type 2 substitution.
iii. $Q$ is an internal 1-gate and $P$ is an internal gate. Then $P$ is a 1-gate (if the outdegree of $P$ were larger we would switch the roles of $P$ and $Q$).

\[ \bigoplus \]

\[ \bigoplus \]

\[ \bigoplus \]

\[ \bigoplus \]

\[ \bigoplus \]

Again, $P$ is left untouched by the xor-reconstruction since it only has one successor and it is of and-type while the xor-reconstruction is performed in the linear part of the circuit. After the substitution, we remove two successors of $Q$, at least one successor of $A$, and make $P$ a 0-gate. A type 3 substitution. Note that $P$ cannot be a successor of $Q$ because of Rule 4.

(b) All variables in the affine function computed by $Q$ are protected.

i. Both inputs to $Q$, say $x_j$ and $x_k$, are variables, and they occur in the same quadratic substitution $w = (x_j \oplus c)(x_k \oplus c') \oplus c''$. Then perform a substitution $x_j = x_k \oplus c''$ (using Proposition 2) in order to trivialize the gate $A$. It kills the quadratic substitution (and does not harm other quadratic substitutions, because $x_j$ and $x_k$ could not occur in them), $Q$, $A$, its descendant (and more, but we do not need it), which makes $\Delta \mu \geq 3\beta + \alpha_Q + \alpha_I$, a type 7 substitution.

ii. $Q$ is a $2^+$-gate. Take any $j \in I$. Assume that $x_j$ occurs in a quadratic substitution $x_p = (x_j \oplus a)(x_k \oplus b) \oplus c$. Recall that at this point all protected variables are 1-variables feeding xor-gates (see Cases 1 and 2). We substitute $x_k$ by a constant $d$ and normalize the circuit. This eliminates the successor of $x_k$, kills the quadratic substitution, and makes $x_j$ unprotected. If at least two gates are removed during normalization then we get $\Delta \mu \geq 2\beta + \alpha_Q + \alpha_I$, a type 7 substitution. In what follows we assume that the only gate removed during normalization after the substitution $x_k \leftarrow d$ is the successor of $x_k$. If the gate $Q$ is not fed by $x_k$ then it has outdegree at least 2 after the substitution $x_k \leftarrow d$ and normalizing the descendants of $x_k$. If the gate $Q$ is fed by $x_k$ then its second input must be an internal xor-gate $Q'$ (if it were an input gate it would be a variable $x_j$ but then we would fall into Case 11(b)i). Then after substituting $x_k \leftarrow d$ and normalizing $Q$ the gate $Q'$ feeds $A$ and has outdegree at least 2. We denote $Q'$ by $Q$ in this case.

Hence in any case, in the circuit normalized after the substitution $x_k \leftarrow d$, the gate $A$ is fed by the $2^+$-gate $Q$ that computes an affine function of variables containing an unprotected variable $x_j$. We then make $Q$ constant trivializing $A$ by the appropriate affine substitution to $x_j$. This kills four gates. Together with the substitution $x_k \leftarrow d$, it gives $\Delta \mu \geq 5\beta + \alpha_Q + 2\alpha_I$, a type 6 substitution.

Hence in what follows we assume that $\text{out}(Q) = 1$. Therefore $P$ is either a variable or an internal xor-type 1-gate.
iii. $P$ is an input gate. Then it has the following properties as in Case 11(a)ii. Take any $j \in I$ and assume that $x_j$ appears with $x_k$ in a quadratic substitution. We first substitute $x_k \leftarrow d$ and normalize the circuit. After this the second input of $A$ still computes a linear function that depends on $x_j$ which is now unprotected. We make an affine substitution to $x_j$ trivializing $A$. This makes $P$ a 0-variable, a type 1 substitution.

iv. $P$ is an internal xor-type 1-gate. If $P$ computes an affine function of variables at least one of which is unprotected, we are in Case 11(a)iii with $P$ and $Q$ exchanged. So, in what follows we assume that both $P$ and $Q$ compute affine functions of protected variables.

A. Both inputs to $P$ or $Q$ (say, $P$) are variables $x_p$ and $x_q$. Let $x_j$ be a variable from the affine function computed at $Q$ and let $x_k$ be its couple. Note that $x_j \neq x_p, x_q$ while it might be the case that $x_k = x_p$ or $x_k = x_q$. We substitute $x_k$ by a constant to make $x_j$ unprotected. We then trivialize $A$ by an affine substitution to $x_j$. This way, we kill the dependence on three variables by two substitutions. A type 1 substitution.

Thus in what follows we can assume that both $P$ and $Q$ have at least one internal xor-gate as an input.

B. One of $P$ and $Q$ (say, $Q$) computes an affine function of variables one of which (call it $x_j$) have a couple $x_k$ that does not feed $P$. We substitute $x_k$ by a constant and normalize the descendant of $x_k$. It only kills one xor-gate fed by $x_k$ and makes $x_j$ unprotected. Note that at this point $P$ is still a 1-xor. We then trivialize $A$ by substituting $x_j$ by an affine function. Similarly to Case 11(a)iii, this kills four gates and gives, for two substitutions, $\Delta \mu \geq 5\beta + \alpha_Q + 2\alpha_I$. A type 6 substitution.

C. The only case when the condition of the previous case does not apply is the following: $P$ computes an affine function on a single variable $x_i$, $Q$ computes an affine function on a single variable $x_j$, the variables $x_i$ and $x_j$ appear together in a quadratic substitution, and moreover $x_i$ feeds $Q$ while $x_j$ feeds $P$. But this is just impossible. Indeed, since $x_i$ is a protected variable it only feeds $Q$. As $Q$ computes an affine function on $x_i$, Lemma 1 guarantees that there is a path from $x_i$ to $Q$. But this path must go through $P$ and $A$ leading to a cycle that goes through an and-type gate $A$.

\[ \square \]
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